
Customizable tables

With the updated table command, you can create tabulations, tables 
of summary statistics, tables of regression results, and more.

With table's statistic() option, you can create tables 
of means, standard deviations, percentiles, counts, and
much more. For example, you can create a table of 
means and SDs:

The command() option reports results from any Stata 
command in your table. You may want to compare 
regression results across groups:

table can create one-way, two-way, and multiway 
tables, reporting frequencies, percentages, and 
proportions.  For instance, you can create a two-way 
tabulation:

And you can add percentages and format the results:
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Build tables of
Summary statistics
Hypothesis test results
Regression results
Postestimation tests
Marginal means, marginal 
effects, adjusted predictions
Results returned by any
Stata command

Customize table look
Table layout
Row and column header 
styles
Numeric formats, font, 
shading, color, and alignment
Labels

Summary statistics

Cross-tabulations

Regression results

Export tables to
Word
Excel

PDF
HTML
Markdown
More

Incorporate tables into 
reports

Save table styles and 
apply customizations
to future tables
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With the new collect suite of commands, you can build more complex 
tables, and you can modify the labels, layout, formatting, and more.

Type commands or use the GUI

Easily create similar tables

Collect results from multiple commands Export the table

Preview the table

You can store three sets of results in a collection.
. collect: regress bpsystol age i.sex
. collect: regress bpsystol age i.sex c.age#i.sex
. collect: regress bpsystol age i.sex c.age#i.sex

i.diabetes

Lay out the table
Then you define rows and columns—place covariates 
(colname) and results (coefficients, standard errors, 
and R2) on the rows, and place models (cmdset) on 
columns.
. collect layout (colname#result[_r_b _r_se]

result[r2]) (cmdset)

Modify the labels
You may specify new labels for your column headers.
. collect label levels cmdset 1 "Model 1" 2 "Model 2"

3 "Model 3”

Once you have customized your table, you can export it 
to Word, Excel,           , PDF, HTML, Markdown, and more.
. collect export regtable.docx

Or include your table in a complete report.

. putdocx begin
...

. putdocx collect
...

. putdocx save myrpt

Want to use the same style for future tables? Save 
the style,
. collect style save mystyle

And use it again,
. collect style use mystyle

With the Tables Builder, you can lay out your table, 
customize it, and export it to your preferred format.

Customize the table style
You can modify formats, reporting of results for base 
levels, labels to be included, delimiters for interactions, 
spacing, alignment, and borders.
. collect style cell, nformat(%6.2f)
. collect style cell result[_r_se], sformat((%s))

. collect style showbase off

. collect style header result, level(hide)

. collect style header result[r2], level(label)

. collect style row stack, spacer delimiter(" x ")

. collect style column, extraspace(1)

. collect style cell cell_type[item column-header],
halign(center)

. collect style cell border_block, border
(right, pattern(none))
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